
Math 173

The Final Exam is Friday, December 8, from noon until 2 pm.

You are allowed TWO 81
2
× 11 sheets with handwritten notes on BOTH sides. I will be

available on Monday and Thursday from 10 to 2, and on Tuesday and Wednesday from 12:30

until 2:30. Your graded Quiz #8 may be picked up any day next week.

Chapter 6 Applications

Section 6.2 Volume, Density, and Average Value: You should be able to set up integrals

to calculate the mass of rod given a density δ(x), or the average value of a function

on an interval. In addition, you should be able to set up an integral to calculate

the volume of a region if you know the base and the shape of cross section.

Section 6.3 Volumes of Revolution: Given a region and an axis of rotation, you should

be able to set up an integral to calculate the volume of the resulting volume of

revolution.

Section 6.5 Work: Given a container, you should be able to set up an integral to calculate

how much work against gravity is necessary to pump that tank out. Remember:

first determine how much work is necessary to pump out a single horizontal slice,

and do not forget to include any axes in your drawing!

Chapter 7 Techniques of Integration

Section 7.1 Integration by parts: You should know the formula for integrating by parts, as

well as be able to use it to evaluate indefinite and definite integrals. You should

also know how to use tabular integration to do multiple integration by parts for

products of polynomials and sines, cosines, or exponentials.

Section 7.2 Trigonometric Integrals: We discussed how to integrate tangent and secant -

these are good formulas for your note sheet! You should know how to integrate

products of powers of sines and cosines - remember that what to do is determined

by whether or not there is an odd power present. Similarly, you should know how

to calculate integrals involving products of secants and tangents.

Section 7.3 Trigonometric Substitutions: You should know how to use trigonometric sub-

stitutions to deal with integrals involving terms like
√
x2 + a2 and

√
a2 − x2.

Section 7.5 Partial Fractions You should be able to integrate functions of the norm ax+b
x2+cx+d

.

You should also know how to integrate each of
∫

1
x2−6x+8

dx,
∫

1
x2−6x+9

dx, and∫
1

x2−6x+10
dx, and why the techniques for each are different!

Some Practice Problems



1. Chapter Review Exercies (Page 441): #5, 13, 17, 23, 27, 45, 51, 53 (hard), 57

2. Calculate the following integrals:

(a)

∫
sin2 x cos3 x dx

(b)

∫
cos3(1− 3x) dx

(c)

∫
sin4(3x) dx

(d)

∫
x sin(1− 4x) dx

(e)

∫
2x+ 2

x2 + 2x+ 3
dx

(f)

∫
2x+ 1

x2 + 2x− 3
dx

(g)

∫
1

x2 + 2x+ 3
dx

(h)

∫
x3
√
x2 + 9 dx

(i)

∫
(x3 − 2x)e−2x dx

(j)

∫
ex cos(2x) dx

(k)

∫
sin(2x) cos(3x) dx (Use the integration-by-parts twice trick.)

3. Suppose the region in the first quadrant bounded by y = 2− x2 is rotated around the

x-axis. Set up an integral to calculate the volume.

4. Suppose the region in the first quadrant bounded by y = 2− x2 is rotated around the

y-axis. Set up an integral to calculate the volume.

5. Suppose the density of a thin rod is given δ(x) = (1 + cos2 x). Calculate the mass of

the part of the rod between x = −π and x = π.

6. Calculate the average value of f(x) = sin x over the interval between x = 0 and x = π.

7. Calculate the amount of work necessary to pump out a conical container of height 2

m and radius .5 m if the pointy end is UP, and the container is full of a fluid with

density 100 kg per cubic meter.

8. Calculate the amount of work necessary to pump out a conical container of height 2 m

and radius .5 m if the pointy end is DOWN, and the container is full of a fluid with

density 100 kg per cubic meter.

9. Suppose a trough is 2 meters long and has two parallel vertical ends that are shaped

like the parabolas y = x2 for x between -1 and 1. If the trough is full of water (density

1000 kg per m3), calculate the work necessary to pump the trough out.


